
Celebrating sixty years as a company, Ferrari has developed a global
brand name far in excess of its automobile production, which numbers more
than 100,000 cars since 1947. By comparison, Toyota turns out about
400,000 Camry models a year from its Georgetown, Kentucky, plant.

Some would see lack of production as a failure. That would be true only
if Ferrari were a company created to build cars, like Toyota. But Ferrari was
founded for one reason: racing.

After serving in the Italian army in World War I, Enzo Ferrari joined
Alfa Romeo’s racing team, first as a test driver and racer and later as team
manager. He launched his own team, Scuderia Ferrari, in 1929, still work-
ing with Alfa Romeo. In 1939, he broke away from Alfa Romeo to race on
his own.

When World War II ended, Enzo reopened the doors of Scuderia Ferrari,
as the racing team is known. Going fast is expensive, so he decided to build
road cars to fund his racing schemes. The rest is, as they say, history.

To raise money, Ferrari sold half of the company to auto giant Fiat in
1969, which came to control the majority of the company upon Ferrari’s
death in 1988. Fiat funded expansion of the Ferrari factory and instilled
modern manufacturing discipline in what was previously a handcrafted
assembly process. Today, the company produces about 5,000 cars a year,
and about a third of that total makes its way to the United States.

Racing improves the breed
How does a small Italian car manufacturer gain worldwide prominence?

By winning.

Since its founding, Ferrari has been the team to beat in postwar Formula
1 racing, and a force to be reckoned with in a variety of sports cars series,
including epic battles with Porsche and Ford at the 24 Hours of Le Mans. In
Formula 1 Ferrari has won 14 World Driver Championships, 14 World
Constructors Championships, and more than 180 Grand Prix victories, as
well as other titles.

Racing technology honed since 1947 has found its way into the road
cars, including this year’s model lineup.

6 1 2  S c a g l i e t t i
The 612 Scaglietti continues Ferrari’s tradition of 2+2 coupes. Although

designed by Pininfarina, the new model is named after the great Sergio
Scaglietti, the coachbuilder and stylist responsible in the 1950s and ’60s for
some of the most beautiful Ferraris ever.

The 612 Scaglietti’s touch of character is found in its scalloped sides, a
styling cue borrowed from the legendary 375 MM bought by director
Roberto Rossellini for actress Ingrid Bergman.

The front midengine-mounted V12 engine displaces 5.7 liters and
punches out 540 horsepower for a full high-performance driving experience.
The 612 Scaglietti offers a six-speed gearbox or an F1-inspired paddleshift
gearbox.

The luxurious cabin can be further personalized courtesy of the vast
Carrozzeria Scaglietti custom-styling program. The 612 integrates technol-
ogy with tradition, featuring satellite navigation, voice recognition,
Bluetooth connection, and a Compact Flash device that stores music.

A U T O M O T I V E

Owning a Ferrari is a way of life

ITALIAN BY DESIGN

B Y  G A R Y  W O L L E N H A U P T

Ferrari 612 Scaglietti

bella macchina
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5 9 9  G T B  F i o r a n o
Continuing the Ferrari tradition of front-

engine grand touring machines, the 599 GTB
Fiorano is the most powerful V12 production
car of all time. The car blends the company’s
traditional approach to car design with the best
that technology has to offer. The 599 represents
the latest interpretation of a theme that has seen
such classics as the 250 GT, the 275 GTB, and
the 365 GTB4.

The 599 GTB Fiorano boasts class-leading
power with its 5,999cc V12—derived directly
from the Enzo Ferrari supercar—which pro-
duces 620 horsepower.

The 599 GTB’s F1 gearbox cuts overall
gear-shift times to 100 milliseconds by simulta-
neously performing the steps involved in shift-
ing. The clutch seamlessly disengages and then
re-engages as the power is fed back in faster
than any human could achieve.

All-aluminum construction imparts a rock-
solid chassis with weight savings, compared to
past construction methods. The result is better
performance all around, from cornering speeds
to fuel economy.

F 4 3 0
The F430 is the latest gener-

ation of Ferrari V8-powered
berlinettas. All aspects of the car
were inspired by the engineer-
ing research carried out at
Ferrari’s Gestione Sportiva F1
racing division. Foremost is the
electronic differential, devel-
oped by Ferrari for its F1 race
cars to make the most of the
engine’s torque to optimize trac-
tion.

Just like a Formula 1 driver, the F430 driv-
er can change the car’s setup using a selector set
on the steering wheel. The manettino, as it is
called by Scuderia Ferrari drivers, is a commu-
tator switch that allows the driver to set the car’s
suspension settings, traction control, and trans-
mission for various road conditions, from icy
surfaces to the race track.

The 4.3-liter V8 is surrounded by an alu-
minum chassis and is visible through the clear
cover. The car’s shape generates downforce
without wings spoiling the classic lines. The
F430 Spider, Ferrari’s only convertible current-
ly in production, boasts an electric top that takes
up relatively little space when lowered, despite
the uncompromising central-rear engine layout.
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Ferrari F430

bella macchina
2007 models

Great attention to detail and flawless execution characterize 
both Italian fashion and Italian automotive design.  



Whether they’ve bought a new car straight from the showroom or
drive a classic model, Ferrari owners form an exclusive group, from
Arabian princes to film stars to elite athletes, not to mention successful
entrepreneurs. TV funnyman David Letterman is a noted collector, as is
actor Nicolas Cage. Wall Street guru Lawrence Auriana frequently
shows Ferraris in his collection at Concours d’Elegance exhibitions and
drives his multimillion-dollar collectibles in rallies.

Ferrari encourages the lifestyle with exclusive clubs and events.
Owners can join any number of clubs that bring owners together for
social activities as well as to show off their cars.

The Scuderia Ferrari Club was launched by Ferrari to coordinate the
activities of the many clubs to which the Scuderia’s fans belong.

Members of affiliated clubs enjoy a range of special services and oppor-
tunities, including the chance to visit the factory, attend Formula 1 test
days, and even get discounts at the Ferrari Store.

Two large groups, the Ferrari Club of America and the Ferrari
Owners Club, help owners get the most out of their cars through nation-
al and regional meetings and publications. Regional chapters often spon-
sor track days so owners can drive their cars legally at high speeds on a
racetrack to experience the thoroughbred performance of these Italian
works of art.

Ferrari owners and aficianados gather at major shows each year,
such as the Pebble Beach Concours d’Elegance and Concorso Italiano
shows in Monterey, California, and a plethora of events on the East
Coast, where owners subject their cars to judging based on originality.

More than an expensive car, a Ferrari is a gateway to a new lifestyle
and six decades of tradition.                                                                              !

A U T O M O T I V E

Official Ferrari Site
www.ferrariworld.com

Ferrari Owners Club
www.ferrariownersclub.org

Ferrari Club of America
www.ferrariclubofamerica.org

Ferrari 365 Spyder

Ferrari 250 GT SWB

One of the unique experiences of Ferrari ownership is an
invitation to the first authorized driving school outside of Italy.
Located at the scenic Mt. Tremblant race track in Quebec, stu-
dents learn techniques to help control and enjoy their cars at the
limit of their ability in a controlled environment.

The North America Driving School offers instruction corre-
sponding to Pilota Ferrari courses, which take place at the
Fiorano track in Maranello, Italy. For more than ten years, Ferrari
has organized different driving courses in a progressive series of
steps leading up to a true racing course, which is only offered in
Italy.

The school runs from May until September and is limited to
owners of Ferrari cars. Reservations can be made through Ferrari
North America or through an authorized Ferrari dealer. visit
www.experienceferrari.com for dates and costs of the driving
courses.

With one quick glance, it is clear to all, a Ferrari is haute couture on wheels.

Ferrari 275 Touring

The Ferrari driving experience
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